
#GBBO Drinking Game 
 

Take one sip 
If you hear any of the following:  
 

  Soggy Bottom  Good Bake   Good Crumb  Good combination of flavours    

    Underbaked  Underproved  Abbreviated: crème pat 
 

If there is an unexplained blue plaster 
If there is alcohol 
If anyone is fanning a bake by non electronic means 
If Mel and Sue speak in unison 
If anyone attempts a foreign or regional accent that is not their own 
If a contestant appears to revel in schadenfreude 
If the contestants are shown entering the tent 
If it is raining and the camera lingers wistfully on the windows of the tent as if dreaming of a better day 
If there is a live wild animal on screen 
 

Take two sips  
If you hear someone say crème patissiere and it’s not abbreviated 
A presenter or judge makes an innuendo 
Anyone puns 
Anyone uses an ingredient that references their own region or culture  
Every time Mary tastes a bake seductively  
If the contestant decides to add more alcohol 
If a judge declares that there is the correct amount of alcohol in the finished bake (not too much, not too 
little) 
If Paul is able to both tolerate and taste every part of a flavour combination during the judging 
If Paul gives a highly skeptical glance during the baking 
If Paul says ‘that’s raw’ during the judging 
If Paul pauses for a ridiculously long time and then says he likes something that the editing made it look like 
he would hate 
If anyone is fanning their bake with a ridiculous tiny electric fan 
If anyone is foolish enough to use pre-made or store-bought ingredients 
If Mary licks her fingers 
If there is a blue plaster that has been explained 
If someone says they’ve been making the technical since they were a child 
If someone does not know what to do with an ingredient in the technical 
If Mel and Sue speak nearly in unison but not quite 
If anyone watches their oven 
If there is a wild animal depicted in baking form 
If there is a minor bake drop that can be hidden or repaired 
If Mel and/or Sue steals a bake 
If a contestant is kind to someone after a mistake  
 

Take a gulp 
If the innuendo is by a contestant rather than a presenter 
If you hear ‘STEP AWAY FROM THE BAKES’ 
If there is a major medical incident 
If there is a serious bake drop 
If someone tries to save the serious bake drop anyway 
If either Mel or Sue is presenting the whole show alone  
If someone bins their bake 
If someone accidentally or deliberately sabotages someone else’s bake 
If a contestant cries 
If your favourite comes last. 
 

Down your pint 
When the winner is announced. 
 

Pour one out 
If anyone mentions Val, and promise to bake everything with love (and possibly not any of the correct 
ingredients) from now on.  


